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Editorial

About twenty cars, and presumably a similar
number of pilots, have been observed on the
field on Sundays recently, but it is disturbing to
find how many have the idea that this is an
“open” area and anyone can pitch up and use it.
They need to be (politely) informed that —

(a) the use of the field has been negotiated by
the Southern Soaring Club and use of the
field requires membership of SSC, and

(b) it is essential that a pilot is covered by
suitable insurance (SAMAA membership)
in case of an accident.

Of course, the increase in soccer players hasn’t
helped, but there is a need for all fliers to
exercise discipline, both in where and how they

fly.  One cannot simply wander out into the
middle of the field and fly anywhere one likes!

Most other clubs are associated with a power
division, who are required to stand in a
designated “box” and to fly from and parallel to 
the runway.  Not having a runway on which to
orientate our flying makes it more (not less)
important that we are aware of where we stand
and what airspace we are using.  There is, sadly, 
an increasing tendency to ignore other users

 “. . . usual
  gang was
  there . . .”
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and I have heard several claims that “There’s
nowhere else to go — the sun’s in the way!”

That’s about equivalent to leaving your car
double-parked in the road, blocking everyone
else, while you go into a shop or two.  “What
else could I do?  There are no parking spaces
nearby!”  How about parking a little further
away and walking???  There seems to be a
widespread belief that if there is no obvious and 
convenient solution then the rules can be
ignored?

Too many electric fliers walk the shortest
distance from their cars and fly across the
bungee and winch lines.  The bungees and
winches cannot be easily moved — the electric
fliers have (frequently) been asked to move
over into the eastern part of the field and to stay
clear of the glider launch area — which is also
being steadily eroded by more and more soccer
pitches.  We do not want to have an electric
model wind itself up in a few hundred metres of 
nylon launch line and crash into a soccer player
— by Murphy’s Law, said soccer player will
suddenly be found to be a potential Maradonna
with a huge earning capacity and appropriate
insurance claim attached.

We are required to fly responsibly, and there
needs to be a little more obvious evidence of
this responsibility on the field.

*  *  *
Harry S Hawk has been muttering in my ear
about the (almost total) lack of contribution to
this newsletter from the general membership. 
He finds himself, for reasons pretty well
beyond his control, unable to observe and
therefore comment on the whole range of
activities on the field on a Sunday morning. 
The result is a heavy bias towards what happens 
around the winch.

How about someone from the Bungee Brigade
and / or the Electric Fraternity undertaking the
task of a small, regular column on what
happens in those areas?  All it would take
would be to note down (at the time) anything
interesting observed and passing it on (e-mail is 
so easy!), either each weekend or collected into
a single report around the 20th of the month.

*  *  *
There seems to have been a certain amount of
throwing of toys and swinging of hand-bags on
the subject of the Nationals, but I’m reliably
informed that issues have
been resolved and . . .

We can now reveal that the

Soaring Nationals
will be held over the long weekend at the end of September,

Saturday 23rd, Sunday 24th and Monday 25th 

at
Groengoud

(SAMAA have finally registered the field) 

Saturday & Sunday morning — F3B and Open Duration combined
Sunday Afternoon and Monday Morning — RES/100, 2 Met, F5J & F3K  

Please note that RES/100 is included,
but only one slot per round. 8 min flights in 12 min working time. 

Entry forms will be sent out shortly.
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  Reflections of The Chair

            Brian Mulder

Interference – yes or no?
There seem to have been a number of instances
during August that have led to speculation that
somebody is possibly causing interference on
the lower 35 MHz spots.  What is interesting
about all of this, it all seems to be happening on
the eastern side of the field!

Keith Lindsay was the first person that
appeared to suffer a crash without really
knowing what the cause was.   Having seen this
crash first-hand, I noted that something was
wrong when his aircraft went into two
consecutive loops.  Luckily, damage was
minimal and the plane was ready for flight the
following Saturday.  The Sunday following the
first incident though, Keith lost the plane again
stating he had no control at all.  He admits
however that he is not sure if he had extended
his transmitter antenna before taking off.
Excitement had got the better of him and he
might have forgotten to extend the antenna
fully . . . which I have done a few times myself.
This is normally spotted under tow conditions
though and quickly corrected   

A week later, Ed Fox mentioned that four
people had suffered interference amongst the
crowd that gathers on “his” side of the field.
Once again, all on 35MHz.  Unfortunately I do
not have any detail of those events.

On Sunday 20th Andy of Hobby Warehouse
came to assist an elderly gentleman maiden an
electric Super Dimona .  A pretty plane indeed. 
From a hand launch the plane flew surprising
well considering its rather short tail moment.
Later in the flight, the plane suffered a crash
which luckily was not too serious.  Immediate
concerns of interference were again aired and I

myself was somewhat worried as I was about to 
maiden my newly acquired Graphite 2  on the
same frequency that Andy was using.
Somebody who had seen the Dimona suffer
suggested it appeared to be a downwind turn
with insufficient airspeed and a subsequent tip
stall.  And, earlier in the flight, I had noted what 
I saw as a nasty tip stall.   But . . . you never
know — Andy seemed quite convinced it was
not pilot error.

Johan-the-Law arrived and scanned the band
with his Graupner Tx — a neat transmitter,
which includes a scanner.  This revealed no
unwanted RF activity other than those who
were in fact flying.  So, based on what was
seen, I plucked up the courage and launched the 
Graphite for its maiden flight. This, and a
couple of further flights thereafter, revealed
absolutely no interference.

Much later that morning Paul Rackstraw
reported he had his Blaster flipped and dived
into the ground . . . luckily with no damage
resulting.  Unknown to Paul, I had been
watching his Blaster with an eagle eye as he
was using a JR . . . wait for it . . . R610 receiver.   
I did notice at one time something that appeared 
to be an aileron twitch when it was not
expected.  My thought is that he might have had 
a bad glitch that caused the incident.  After
speaking to Paul, he did state that he had no
trouble with same receiver in his electric plane,
flown earlier in the morning.  Well, I had very
little trouble with my R610 in my Shocky, so it
is well possible for this to be the case.    

*
The weekend of the 26/27, I ventured down late 
Saturday afternoon to Youngsfield to try out my 
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Blaster with a new Hyperion DSP receiver. 
For the first time I was enjoying glitch free
flying.   A real pleasure . . . or so it seemed.
After a number of launches, whilst banking in
towards me for a landing approach, I suddenly
had the plane heading towards the ground with
a continued roll.  The receiver had gone into a
“lockout condition”, holding the last known
commands — a sort of a failsafe.  I only just
managed to regain control and recover less than 
30cm off the ground.  I was more than surprised 
at this.  Did I stall? . . . No, as the last command
was a slight dive.  I placed my Tx on the
ground, dropped its antenna to half mast and
walked out to the offending spot, which just so
happens to be the same area everybody has
been complaining about.  (An RF Bermuda
triangle perhaps?)   I walked around waving the
Blaster in the air but found nothing.  Must have
been some gust or something. 

*
I had about finished my scribbling for this
month’s column, when John informed me that
Graham Solomon (who had suffered
communication failure with his Cub a couple of 
weeks earlier) and a friend went out during the
week with some sort of spectrum analyzer and
made an interesting observation.

What they have reported is that  there appears to 
be a signal that rises in strength and then fades
away again — over the 34 and 35MHz band.  It
seems to be short in duration and occurs every
23 minutes!!!  What I find strange is the way the 
signal varies in strength.  Just does not make
sense.  

Needless to say, by the time you will have read
about this, we hope to confirm the report and
make some progress into what is going on.

*
Now as a result of what has been experienced, I
addressed the need for a club scanner.  As we do 
not fly out in the sticks, but rather within
residential areas, who knows what kids and
other individuals are playing with in their back
yards.  Some club members are flying
expensive aircraft and would like to take
whatever precautions necessary to prevent a

crash.  So far, searches on the net have not
produced any decent tools for the job.  We
ideally want something that provides a
graphical display of the 35MHz band and not a
bunch of LEDs representing the spot
frequencies.  So if you know of a suitable tool, I
would like to hear from you.  

*  *  *
Is Thermal Soaring all about
     Competition?
This was a subject of debate on RC Groups
recently.  It was from the perspective of a
non-competitive pilot who perhaps found there
was too much emphasis of competitive flying
in his club.

Typically a glider club will consist of two
groups.  Those that are interested in
competitive flying and those who want nothing
to do with competition.  The competitive guys
normally get called names like . . . “the winch
wankers” whereas the competitive crowd
express frustration at the other group that don’t
want to come in and join the fun. 

Each modeller . . . hmmm actually we can no
longer use the term modeller any more as the
greater majority of pilots do not build anything
due to the abundance of ARTF kits these days 
. . . so therefore, each pilot will pursue what he
finds enjoyable in his flying activity, be it a nice 
landing, finding a thermal, trying to improve
one’s ability or perhaps just enjoying the
company of fellow pilots.  We all have our
different needs and return to the flying field for
our weekly “fix”.

That said however, I would like to highlight the
importance of competitive flying as I believe it
is a critical ingredient in the success and future
of any club.  

Firstly, if competitive soaring did not exist,
glider technology would never be where it is
today.  We would probably still be flying 2 or 4
channel gasbags.  That may not be a bad thing,
but new technology definitely helps introduce
more excitement and keeps you wanting more.  

Competition flying is not just about winning.  
It is a means of measuring or monitoring your
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ability and progress.  When I started flying
competitions way back on the common, I knew
I had no chance of beating the hardcore pilots,
but being able to monitor my progress against
them kept me going.  Being able to beat them
was a long term goal and a critical part of
maintaining interest in the sport.  It is why I am
still flying today and many others not! 

Competition helps you improve your flying
skill in a big way . . . and quickly!  It identifies
where you fall short and results in a more
focused approach to how you fly.  It gives you a
goal, which in turn helps maintain interest.      

As skill level improves, you become more
relaxed whilst flying.  This in turn builds
confidence, and confidence inspires attempts at 
bigger or alternative projects that will provide
new levels of enjoyment.  Confidence can be
quickly lost when experiencing a crash
however, but if your skill level is high enough,
confidence is regained very quickly and
normally boosted to a new higher level 

Lastly, competing with others brings people
with similar interest closer together.  It results
in more opportunities like flying at the South
African Nationals where you meet so many
more people who do what you enjoy.  

All that said, I do understand that some want to
be left alone to do their own thing.   

That is fine, but then whatever you do, don’t
look down on the competitive crowd and see
them as a thorn in your side.  The chances are, if 
it were not for them, you would not be doing
what you enjoy today.   

Youngsfield and Soccer
The regular crowds would have noticed that the 
soccer activity has increased significantly
recently.  Normally, the soccer field on the far
West side of Youngsfield was used from time to 

time.  August 20th produced a westerly wind
direction that resulted in winch and bungee
lines being set out from different launch
positions.  Before we knew it, the normal winch 
location was occupied by two soccer teams
doing exercises.  Over and above these teams,
another two teams were participating in a
match on the far west side of the field.  Having
had kids kicking a soccer ball on the roof of my
car the weekend prior I was somewhat
disturbed by the increase in soccer activity.  We 
now had to put up with air horns and general
crowd excitement breaking the silence of a
peaceful Sunday morning.  Also, having seen
some individuals have a good look at the inside
of my car troubled me more than a little.

Sunday 27th revealed the same trend with four
fields being used.  

The soccer players were somewhat in our way
and on one occasion I noted a glider making an
approach right through the middle of them.
Safety issues aside, I thought it rather amusing
to see players holding hands over their heads
when warning shouts rang out.      

I gave Colonel Karen Fischer at Wynberg Base
a call to find out what the current situation is.
She made it quite clear that we, Southern
Soaring Club, must give way to any soccer
activity.  They have first option it would seem.
This is indeed sad for us, and depending on how 
the soccer progresses, we might have to move
our activity to a Saturday or start considering
the Common once again.  What bugs me about
this is that there are so many fields available for
soccer but almost none for flying on.  Real sad
indeed!!!  

We will have to monitor this situation as well
and see what develops. 

See you on the field —
          Brian  

In the 60’s, people took acid to make the world weird.
Now the world is weird and people take Prozac to make it normal
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 Competition Scene

         Harry S. Hawk

The weather forecast for the 6th — first Postals
Sunday — promised 40 knots of wind and clear 
skies.  It rained on Saturday night and Sunday
dawned with a 100 foot ceiling and no visible
Mountain!  There was no way anyone would fly 
the Postals, let alone get a reasonable score, but
JL elected to go and see what was happening — 
they couldn’t lose anything by trying . . .

There were several pilots about . . . the
cloudbase lifted . . . the Mountain appeared and 
the sun came out.  The breeze remained a gentle 
5 knots from the north!

The first drama was the maiden flight by Ed of
Rob Franks electric V-tail.  It put its nose up,
dropped a wing and cartwheeled!  From where I 
perched, it looked like a case of reversed
controls and Ed later confirmed that this was
(probably) the case.  He had checked that
elevator was correct and the rudder(s) seemed
to be correct but he confessed that he thinks he
saw the rudders move as ailerons would —
unfortunately, the rudders operate on the back

end of the plane and in the opposite sense. 
Brian commented that V-tails have to be
checked and re-checked and double-checked
because of their peculiar action.  JL simply says 
“V-tails are bad news!”

Emanuele explained that Silvano had been
putting in a lot of time on the simulator and it
had improved his landings no end — it showed
too . . . he was a whole lot more confident but
one slightly heavy landing broke out one
wing-mounting block and he had to retire.

As far as the rest were concerned, the air was
okay but there was no lift to be found —
occasionally there was heavy sink, but no lift
anywhere else, contrary to the general rule. 
They only managed five maxes between them.

Brian was only half-way through installing the
radio in his new  Graphite and borrowed the
Valperga Phlodur, but found it as bad as the
Sagitta  . . . only in a different aspect — it was
hell to turn, where the Sagitta was a bit too

total avg

Brian MULDER 260 355 270 354 346 1960 317
   Phlodur 80 95 100 70 30 75

Emanuele VALPERGA 356 356 335 192 161 1840 280
  Ava 95 50 95 100 100 88

John LIGHTFOOT 251 224 285 226 230 1626 243
   Sagitta-900 100 85 40 85 100 82

Silvano VALPERGA 260 240 218 798 239
   Bird of Time 0 50 30 27

Team Total 5426

Postal — Sunday 6th August
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enthusiastic in its turns on approach!  What
Brian calls the “Waltzing Matilda Approach”!
Some people are hard to satisfy!  

The Sagitta was in a pretty tatty state and JL at
long last decided that it had to be given a new
coat of Oracover . . . one wing at a time, so he
would still have a model to fly — the Spectre
Mk3 has reached the stage of having the spars
ready and the wing plan (re-drawn) pinned to
the cranked building board!

He reports that what he found when he stripped
the old film left even him wondering how
they’d managed to keep going so long.  It really
did seem as if it was the film holding the whole
affair together!  The trailing edge was
undercambered . . . a couple of ribs came out in
three pieces  . . .  the tip block was loose . . . the
whole outer 20 cm of the tip had been broken
and was literally held on by the Solarfim, and
the D-box was split in too many places to
count!  One interesting observation was that the 
25-year-old spruce trailing edge rear cap  was
still nearly perfect — virtually no hangar rash
to be seen.  That was one of the best features of
the Sagitta design.

*  *  *

The 13th didn’t show much promise either —
only seven maxes from five pilots.  Andrew L
surprised everyone by putting in an appearance
and then surprised no one by getting the best
score with the old Sagitta, still with one re-skun 
wing and one tatty one, although, things had
warmed up a bit by the time he started.

Brian was still not quite happy with the setup on 
his new Graphite and started with JL’s Sagitta,
but didn’t finish when it was clear that he would 
neither improve his first score nor help the Club 
score.

- - - o o O o o - - -

total avg

Andrew LIGHTFOOT 358 205 315 358 298 1974 307
   Sagitta-900 90 100 100 50 100 88

Emanuele VALPERGA 290 331 183 358 345 1972 301
  Ava 95 90 100 85 95 93

John LIGHTFOOT 350 207 240 351 172 1775 264
   Sagitta-900 95 95 100 75 90 91

Silvano VALPERGA 359 234 229 263 235 1560 264
   Bird of Time 90 60 0 50 40 48

Brian MULDER 288 230 351 182 1271 263
   Sagitta-900 90 95 0 35 55

Team Total 5721

Postal — Sunday 13th August
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 The Far Side of the Field 
   A First-Timer’s Perspective of the F3J World Champs 

             at Martin, Slovakia

Lionel Brink

“Working time will start in 5 seconds . . . 4 . . .
3 . . . 2 . . . 1 . . . ping”!  The tortured sound of
line stretching and the snap of parachutes
opening seconds later.”

In 2006, Slovakia played host to the F3J world
championships and in true style, managed to
achieve a magnificently organized event, with
some of the best RC glider pilots from all over
the world competing against one another.

The South African team began preparations
more than 7 months prior to the event, with the
final selection trials identifying the senior pilots 
in the team.  Due to the lack of numbers, junior
pilots are not required to fly in trials and are
instead selected by achieving at least an 80%  of 
the score of the winning senior during selection
events.  

The use of the word “team” is rather important,
as F3J is simply not possible without a
dedicated group of helpers, including the
callers and tow-men, something that neither
SAMAA nor the MGA formally recognize.
Nonetheless the 2006 SA F3J team, was
fortunate in being able to field three senior
pilots and manager, three junior pilots and
manager, as well as two dedicated tow men.

A number of sponsors soon yielded almost
R 72 000, which was predominantly spent on
the juniors and entries for the team.  SAMAA
graciously provided R 25 000 of this
sponsorship, but sadly with the exchange rate,
the R 15 000 did not completely cover the
teams’ entry fees, nor was the R 10 000
transformation amount sufficient for the two
development airline tickets.  Each team
member still had to buy their airline tickets,
equipment, transportation, accommodation,
food, pre-worlds entry, etc., which makes
attendance at world championships events
almost impossible for the “average Joe” flyer in 

South Africa.  This highlights the fact
that future events are completely
dependent on the support of the
communities that they represent and
that large scale sponsorship is required
to achieve participation at international
level.

 (back)   Ilma Stockton, Lionel Brink,   
Paul Carnall, Mark Stockton, 

 Michell Goodrum, Craig Goodrum, 
       Chris Adrian

 (front) Kurt Stockton, Simon Tladi,  
      Conrad Klintworth
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Our departure from Johannesburg OR Tambo
International (or whatever it is called) was not
without incident.  We all knew that the glider
box (approx. 1800mm x 600mm x 400mm)
would be a difficult item to transport, but
nobody had informed us of the 32,5 kg max
limit on single items — apparently this is an
“apron services”/handlers requirement rather
than an airline issue.  During the discussions
with the handlers, Bob Skinner arrived to see us 
off, and together with both team managers, was
able to convince the appropriate individuals
that we had no other option and that the box was 
rather important for our participation in the
worlds event (we were all standing in our SA
Protea kit just to lend a little credence to the
occasion and this may just have provided
further motivation for their eventual
acceptance).  

Of course the box was too large for any scale at
the airport so when asked what the approximate 
weight was Mark and I immediately responded
that it was not more than 45 kg!  ;-)  We were
asked to carry the box through the baggage /
ticket area and around to the loading point.
When we did this, a security guard had a total
sense of humour failure and told us to drop the
box — immediately!  Mark and I provided an
alternate suggestion, slowly and gently laying
the box down where the baggage handler had
indicated.  We both smiled sweetly at the
security lady and casually strolled back to our
team mates, with some assurance (and a huge
grin) from our baggage handler chum that our
F3J gliders would be packed safely onto the
correct aircraft.

*
Fortunately our flights were without further
incident, and even though Emirates provided
the cheapest option by far, the good food and
movies easily made up for travelling in coach. 
Our flight to Europe required a four-hour
layover in Dubai airport and I can only
recommend making use of your Diners Club
card or similar to escape from the general
terminal into the airport’s business or 1st class
lounge.  Our connection flight to Vienna was
without incident but we had some problems
obtaining our hired car.  We had specified,

including written confirmation the need for
roof racks — which appeared to be in short
supply in Austria when we arrived.  They
quickly upgraded us a few notches and we
ended up with a Hyundai Tucson at no extra
cost.  However, the out of country allowance of
€ 12 per day and insurance excess deposit
amounted to another € 500 which I certainly
had not budgeted for.  Ouch!  I wasn’t too
impressed by the 2 litre diesel either – its
consumption even at moderate speeds was over 
9 litres per hundred (maybe that huge travel box 
had an influence after all).  Ah well, beggars
cannot be choosers and it was the cheapest
option, once again.

Our quick trip through Austria, to the
Bratislava border post was efficient and the
country appeared green and sunny, with hardly
a breath of wind — few propellers were turning
in the massive Austrian fields of wind
generation towers.  

Upon arrival at the border post, some confusion 
ensued regarding our SA passports, but a hasty
check of our valid Slovakian visas, a smile and
a stamp or two sent us quickly on our way
again.  We also had to stop at the first garage to
obtain a “highway visa” — sort of like a toll
ticket for cars, and this saw another € 100
disappearing.  It also quickly became apparent
to me that my Swiss-German knowledge had
severely lapsed and I was barely able to
communicate anymore — but found that a
friendly smile did a lot to ease this gap.  

Our trip through Slovakia was interesting —
this was my first experience of a country
moving away from its communist past and the
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first thing I noticed was the sheer volume of bill 
boards that literally line the highway — approx
every 200 metres!  I am pleased to confirm that
beer appears to be one of the prime consumer
products in Slovakia as just about 1 in 3
billboards advertised some form of this
beverage.  The further we moved away from
Bratislava, the more rural the surroundings
became — large fields of corn, barley, and sun
flowers — all inlaid with the obligatory
billboards!  The town names were all
completely foreign to us and navigation was
around 60% map reading and 40 % guesswork,
which really had nothing to do with their vowel
deficient words and heavily accented
consonants that appeared on the signs.  As we
neared Zilina we were all impressed by the
many castles (“Hrads”) that began to appear on
this, the furthest western point of the
Carpathian mountain range.  These massive
ruins were perched atop narrow cliffs and we
all expressed the desire to visit a few of these, if
time permitted.

Around 20h00 (it was still daylight) we arrived
in Martin and, following directions, made our
way to what we believed was “Chata Halomi”
(roughly translated as Halomi Lodge).
Naturally we could not find the place and only
after “speaking” to the very friendly reception
staff at Hotel Grandis did we manage to locate
the lodge half way up the mountain and along a
short dirt track that pushed deep into the forest.

We were all impressed by the lodge — 5 double 
storey self contained units, with a large
communal lounge and kitchen area that
doubled as our workshop.  We soon worked out
that the lodge was frequented by skiers in the
winter months and that the Martinski Holé
(translated as Martin Mountain) was a favoured 
destination after the snows had fallen.  The heat 
wave being experienced throughout Europe put 
paid to any thoughts of cosy open fires and
glasses of Gluwein.   Exhausted we split up into 
our bedrooms and soon all passed out, keen to
explore further and more importantly to get
some trimming flights in on the next day.

Mark and Ilma woke early to fetch some
breakfast essentials from Tesco’s and after a
quick meal we were soon on our way to

Tomcany Airport, approximately 2 km outside
of Martin.  Our brief drive through Martin
revealed a rich tapestry of traditional European
architecture, intermingled with the communist
style grey blocks, none of which had escaped
the attention of ardent graffiti artists.  Driving
on the right hand “wrong” side of the road was
also interesting — especially when turning, as
the drivers’ instinct was to head off left.  A
subtle “hint” from the passengers usually
sorted this out without too much damage to
esteem or public property.  The little winding
rural road outside of Martin lent appeal to the
surroundings and when we rounded the final
corner and found an aircraft museum,
containing Mig 17s, Mig 21s etc., we were even 
more enthused.

A quick look around the flying field revealed
that full size glider operations were still
underway, but fortunately we were able to find
Patrik Michnac, who had been our Slovakian
liaison over the previous months and he
arranged for us to set up a tow line parallel to
the main runway.  

Moments later we had a model in the air and
could report that the low altitude and high
humidity made for good launch heights.  An
interesting item we noted was that the insects
were rather aggressive and the bites were
comparatively far more irritating than our
South African mosquitoes.  Later this turned
out to be a serious problem and especially the
towers were usually inundated by swarms of
biting midges that left small streams of blood
tracking down our legs (we never realised that
we were so close to Transylvania and its midget 
vampires)!  

Notwithstanding this, I was incredibly
fortunate to witness my first ever full size
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aerotow and also watched a gorgeous Ventus
perform a low level speed run along the length
of the runway, dumping its water ballast along
the way — probably to try to kill some of those
bloody insects before landing.

*
Our day sped past with launches and landings,
trimming etc., until around 21h30 when we
packed up to look for food.  We soon found out
that finding an open restaurant on a Sunday was 
no easy task and eventually got the traditional
tourist treatment of greasy schnitzels at the
most exorbitant prices of our trip!  

The following days proceeded with early
arrival at the field, setup, practice, pack up and
return looking for a reasonable place to eat. 
During this time Mark unfortunately lost
control of his moulded Supra  (radio / battery
problem suspected) and the subsequent death
spiral into a field of barley left the centre panel
unusable.  During this chaos I also lost control
of my digital camera and it also spiralled fatally 
into the ground on its extended lens. The bug
attacks continued unabated, but our flying was
wonderful in the hot nearly windless
conditions, reminding us all that “a bad day’s
flying is almost always an improvement over a
good day at work”.  

Within a few days a few more team members
had arrived just in time for the pre-event, the
Martin Cup.  Craig, in discussion with Joe
Wurts was offered a Supra to fly for the
competition and due to his competitive spirit,
Craig used this as his primary model!  Vladimir
arrived the day before the Martin Cup and
personally delivered Mark’s new all-carbon
centre panel as a replacement for his barley
field experiences — now that’s service!
Anticipation for the Martin Cup was high and
we were all keen on participating and doing
well.  Mark subsequently installed the required
servos etc., into the new centre panel and
during trimming flights late one afternoon,
promptly lost radio contact again and the Supra
flew into the top of the tallest tree in Slovakia. 
Craig (“my son will never be permitted to do
this”) Goodrum clambered quickly up the tree
and the subsequent rescue revealed little
damage to the model.

The morning of the Martin Cup boded well for
us — amazingly hot weather (30 degrees plus)
and a sniff of wind resembled our local summer 
conditions.  From the start we were extremely
busy — 8 flyers out of the 9 person SA team
were competing in 12 slots per round; we were
active just about every slot and after the first
day we all collapsed in exhaustion.  I am proud
that amongst all the chaos and disarray of this
hectic first day, we did not miss one slot, did not 
make one frequency mistake and always had
the right models and equipment ready to go —
all thanks to the team managers, team captain
and team members assistance of one another.

Paul’s first round was an absolute stunner — he
maxed with the first 1000 score of the event!  If
I remember, I was up second, but the
combination of contest nerves and a double
pop-off dealt a severe blow to my results
immediately.  It was only after the 3rd round
(and another disheartening double pop-off
during launch) that someone suggested I file a
slight groove into the tow hook.  My very next
round of 843 attested to the soundness of this
advice, but the “double throwaway” results
from the previous rounds had effectively ended
my competition after round three!  Of the South 
Africans, Michelle Goodrum and Paul Carnall
faired best with 50th and 54th placing
respectively. 

Martin Cup F3J
 1 Arend Borst CAN 5000
 2 Benedikt Feigl GER 5000
 3 Philip Kolb GER 4998
 4 Joe Wurts USA 4997
 5 Tom Kiesling USA 4997
 6 Joseph Newcomb USA 4997
 7 Rolf Oetter CAN 4997
 8 Carl Strautins AUS 4997
 9 Tobias Lämmlein GER 4990
10 Karl Hinsch GER 4988
11 Cody Remington USE 4986
12 Jan Ivancik SVK 4985

 50 Michelle Goodrum RSA 4786
 54 Paul Carnall RSA 4769
 69 Mark Stockton RSA 4702
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 85 Kurt Stockton RSA 4589
 87 Craig Goodrum RSA 4584
126 Conrad Klintworth RSA 4186
149 Simon Tladi RSA 3844
165 Lionel Brink RSA 2963

We all somehow managed to survive the six
preliminary rounds — but I doubt if we could
have maintained this level of organised chaos
indefinitely.  After the preliminary rounds we
all had the opportunity to witness the fly-offs,
which were scheduled to be only two slots for
the top 12 preliminary round competitors.  But
just before this, Joe Wurts walked up to the
South African camp and calmly enquired if
Craig Goodrum would call for him in the
fly-offs.  Craig naturally accepted and the entire 
SA support effort re-focussed on one individual 
(guess who). As my first experience of an F3J
fly-off I can only state that I held my breath for
the next 35 minutes and was in a permanent
state of goose-bumps.  This was singularly the
most thrilling experience I have had to date
regarding RC gliding and firmly believe that
this spectacle is the reason why the fly-offs are
so important for F3J events from a spectator
point of view.

*
Noticeable incidents during the fly-offs were
the massive launches by Joe with hi s Icon, and
Arend Borst with his Supra.  Other amazing
moments include Tom Kieslings return flight
from what appeared to be the Austrian border
and how he had to swerve between the factory
chimneys to safely out-land his model!  The
finest moment was surely Arend’s distant
out-landing when he disappeared momentarily
beyond the runway drop-off, and soon
thereafter we saw his Supra  came floating over
the end of runway.  He then appeared too, his
tall frame moving awkwardly whilst he
controlled the model on the trot, hand launch it
again to his caller who had also “run” halfway
down the runway to meet him.  The re-launch
was surrounded by applause from everyone
who recognised this team effort.

Some people asked afterwards why they had
not ditched their models and re-launched — the 

answer was simple, they wanted to use the
model for their WC campaigns and had realised 
that their need to re-launch had probably
already cost them a favourable result in the
Martin Cup.

 

Martin Cup Flyoff

 1 Joe Wurts S 1999
 2 Cody Remington J 1991
 3 Jan Ivancik S 1990
 4 Joseph Newcomb J 1989
 5 Rolf Oetter S 1986
 6 Karl Hinsch S 1982
 7 Philip Kolb S 1715
 8 Benedikt Feigl J 1713
 9 Tobias Lämmlein S 1682
10 Carl Strautnis S 1673
11 Arend Borst S 1590
12 Tom Kiesling S 1358

Note that the juniors flew on an equal footing
with the seniors, so the 2nd & 4th places were
truly remarkable results for these two USA
individuals.

*
The opening ceremony for the WC followed
later that afternoon, and after more last minute
trimming flights we all rushed towards the
Martin town centre which had been specially
set up for the purpose.  A huge crowd had
gathered, but we finally found our “mascot”
and sign bearer, who was promptly provided
with more appropriate headgear.  
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A couple of speeches preceded the ceremony
before we walked into the square, country by
country.  I have to admit that I felt very proud of 
our team and feel that we looked the part.

The opening ceremony provided an interesting
show for some – and also hinted at another
wonderful feature of Slovakia, their beautiful
people.

As a lot of the ceremony was performed in
Slovakian, it was a little difficult for the English 
speakers to follow, but all can agree that the
organisers had put some effort into conveying
their culture and some interesting aspects of
Slovakia to us visitors.

*
With fewer flyers in the WC, we did have more
time on our hands, but the far greater tension
and our expectations created even more stress
than the Martin Cup.  During this time the
pilots, managers and towers all maintained a
running schedule of responsibilities and we
never once were late or missed any round.
Unfortunately during this time the weather also
changed, from the sunny and warm Martin Cup
conditions to miserable overcast, cold and
extremely windy.  As the WC progressed these
conditions progressively deteriorated and the
results for our flyers soon showed this.

Familiar with their local conditions, the
Europeans revelled and soon made sure that the 
normalised score differences were heart
stopping.  Upon arrival it had been stated that it
would require 1 metre landings and 9:52 times
to make the fly-offs.  Well, with the average
launches of around 4 seconds and landings
almost always less than 1 metre, the average
time requirement was closer to 9:55 — just to

qualify!  This level of competitiveness is
perhaps due to the strength of the competitors
and particularly the Euro League events, but
had not been anticipated by our team at all!

FAI World Championship
 F3J — Qualifying

Seniors
 1 Arend Borst CAN 9993
 2 Joe Wurts USA 9984
 3 Rolf Oetter CAN 9983
 4 Hiroyuki Sakai JPN 9981
 5 Karl Hinsch GER 9975
 6 Jaroslav Tupec C Z E 9967
 7 Martin Rajsner C Z E 9963
 8 Roy Dor ISR 9961
 9 David Hobby AUS 9958
10 Massimo Verardi ITA 9953
11 Carl Strautins AUS 9945
12 Sebastian Feigl GER 9915

47 Chris Adrian RSA 9506
70 Mark Stockton RSA 9093
73 Craig Goodrum RSA 9034

Juniors

 1 Filipp Gallizia ITA 8999
 2 Benedikt Feigl GER 8980
 3 Thomas Truffo ITA 8965
 4 Jan Littva SVK 8914
 5 Martin Grmela CZE 8891
 6 Cody Remington USA 8890
 7 Arijan Hucaljuk CRO 8797
 8 Casey Adamczyk USA 8790
 9 Joseph Newcomb USA 8778
10 Wojciech Byrski POL 8711
11 Adomas Sutkus LTU 8666
12 Josip Hucaljuk CRO 8627

17 Conrad Klintworth RSA 8380
32 Simon Tladi RSA 7558
33 Kurt Stockton RSA 7542
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It is my opinion that the results simply did not
reflect the effort and flying skill shown on the
day by our pilots — very often a pilot only had
a choice of turning left or right into “good” air
— those that chose one direction were all
forced to re-launch, while those that fortunately 
chose the other direction maxed (the
normalised slot score providing a heavy
penalty).  The extremely difficult conditions
emphasised the smallest of mistakes even
further and the conservative flying approach of
the Europeans served them well in the ongoing
rounds.  Unfortunately our run of bad luck did
not abate, although we were generally able to
improve a little on positions during the course
of the preliminary rounds, we were never in
serious contention.  The final blow to Craig’s
WC campaign came during a particularly nasty
piece of wind during launch when his line
snapped.  He had no alternative but to attempt
to max (and we have all seen him do this on so
many occasions), but his 5 minute landing cost
him nearly 20 positions.  Landings outside of
1 metre, or flying into the pilot during the
landing only added to our team’s depression.

After 11 rounds, we were finally faced with the
disappointing prospect of only watching the
finals. The organisers did not hesitate in
publishing the preliminary results (throughout
the event I noted that the results from each
round were printed and placed on the notice
board within 15 minutes of the round finishing)
and these were soon made available.  Without
hesitation and without even looking at his
fellow team members, Joe Wurts immediately
walked over to the SA contingent and again
quietly asked Craig to call for him!  

Craig’s comment was a humble “. . . how can I
refuse?” . . . and once again we had a transfer of 
support.

Later that afternoon, Team Australia found that
they had two pilots in the flyoff and approached 
Paul and myself, asking if we would tow for
them!  We okayed this with the rest of the team
and set about preparing for the next day, excited 
and full of anticipation.

*  
On the morning of the finals, the clouds
gathered once again and the early morning cold
winds simply screamed across the field.  We
met with Team Aussie after sorting out our
equipment and were soon assigned to pilots —
Paul Carnall to Carl Strautins and myself to
David Hobby, each with an Aussie tower to
ensure good communications — they still use
the “ripper” approach to signalling so we were
keen not to disadvantage a flier either.  

I was secretly supporting Carl, just as I had
done in the Martin Cup finals, but was
extremely honoured to be assigned to a past
World Champion.  The Australians were
impressed with our pulleys (unashamed plug
for Ricky Mitchell), but agreed with our
suggestions that steel outer housings might be
more durable.  They also had found that towing
with the yoke was preferable over dog straps
and had requested we bring ours along too.
Their lines had been soaking over night (speed
line 1,35 mm) in water and were twice
measured to ensure FAI compliance (for the
record lines were measured from a random
team during just about every slot during the
preliminaries).   

We were called to the ready box and,
resplendent in our SA kit we strode out onto the
field to support our new chums.  Carl had a
mediocre first round having to re-launch mid
way due to an unlucky choice of air, whilst
David chose an ultra conservative route and
hung behind the main group and almost maxed
the 15 minute round.  During the second flight,
Carl re-launched early, but David set about
decimating the field by out-lasting everyone by
almost 2 full minutes.  
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A break for the two rounds of junior fly-offs
and we were back to finish with the final two
senior fly-off rounds.  Once again ultra
conservative flying from David saw him in the
upper 990s but Carl flew far better this time
around  to narrow the gap somewhat.   Joe, who
had a terrible second flight returned with a
scorcher and maxed his 3rd round, closing the
gap toward David.  The final round dawned and 
we all knew that David only needed a sound
conservative flight to win.  Even the spectators
were hushed when the voice huskily whispered, 
“working time will commence in 5 seconds. . .
4 . . . 3 . . . 2 . . .  1 . . . PING!”

David again launched half a second later with a
massive zoom off the line, but right from the
start his tension levels sky rocketed with a
terrible choice to follow some apparently good
air far out of the field which simply petered out. 
Those that re-launched within a minute were
soon specking out behind the flight line, but
David soldiered on at not much above corn
field height (those field mice must have been
eating beans).  After 12 minutes of nail biting (I
simply could not look) nervousness, David was
called to a small bubble halfway back to the
field.  

He had just begun relaxing in this and had
gained some height, when the Italian (I think)
competitor neatly clipped his wing tip.
Fortunately David was able to regain control of
the tumble and immediately began his flight
back to the field.  He landed on the spot with his 
one wing tip held on by servo cables and a
prayer.

The organisers informed him that he had a
choice to make within 1 minute — refly or not.
Agonisingly, the 3rd round results had not been
published and everyone was trying to guess his
lead from rounds 1 and 2.  After a brief
discussion between David Hobby and his team
manager, David elected not to refly.  

Then began the excruciating 20 minutes whilst
the scores were tallied, checked, re-checked
and audited.  It was so exciting that no-one left
the flight line — not even the other competitors.  
Everyone bundled into their respective teams,
pilots, caller and towers, but no-one spoke.
Finally the announcement was made and David 
was the first ever back-to-back F3J WC — and
the SA team had assisted him in achieving this!

Walking back towards the spectators was an
amazing feeling — I was proud that we had
been able to assist someone achieve this, the
highest level of acknowledgement regarding
international thermal RC gliding — F3J.

Junior Flyoff

 1 Cody Remington USA 3996
 2 Benedikt Feigl GER 3994
 3 Casey Adamczyk USA 3992
 4 Josip Hucaljuk CRO 3966
 5 Filipp Gallizia ITA 3889
 6 Joseph Newcomb USA 3780
 7 Martin Grmela CZE 3782
 8 Wojciech Byrski POL 3668
 9 Adomas Sutkus LTU 3207
10 Arijan Hucaljuk CRO 2970
11 Thomas Truffo ITA 2839
12 Jan Littva SVK 2683

As my first experience of F3J World Cup, this
has been a thrilling adventure — I had goose
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bumps simply typing up this report.  Am I
enthusiastic about F3J? Oh YES!  Will I try it
again for Turkey in 2008 — you can bet on it, as 
long as the organisation and support from the 
SA gliding community is as awesome as it
was for this event!     Lionel

Senior Flyoff
 1 David Hobby AUS 3928
 2 Sebastian Feigl GER 3885
 3 Rolf Oetter CAN 3774
 4 Joe Wurts USA 3667
 5 Karl Hinsch GER 3629
 6 Arend Borst CAN 9993
 7 Jaroslav Tupec CZE 3169
 8 Martin Rajsner CZE 3164
 9 Massimo Verardi ITA 3111
10 Carl Strautins AUS 3080
11 Hiroyuki Sakai JPN 2769
12 Roy Dor ISR 2487

 Team Oz, with David Hobby in front. 
 H onorary Aussies, right . . . 

Lionel (red jacket) and Paul (dark top)  

At New York’s Kennedy airport, an individual, later
discovered to be a public school teacher, was arrested trying to 
board a flight while in possession of a ruler, a protractor, a set
square, a slide rule, and a calculator.

At a morning press conference, Attorney General John
Ashcroft said he believes the man is a member of the notorious 
“Al-gebra” movement.  He is being charged by the FBI with
carrying weapons of math instruction.

“Al-gebra is a fearsome cult,” Ashcroft said. “They desire
average solutions by means and extremes, and sometimes go
off on tangents in a search for absolute value.  They use secret
code names like ‘x’ and ‘y’ and refer to themselves as
‘unknowns,’ but we have determined they belong to a
common denominator of the axis of medieval with
co-ordinates in every country.  As the Greek philanderer
Isosceles used to say, “There are three sides to every triangle.”

When asked to comment on the arrest, President Bush said,
“If God had wanted us to have better weapons of math
instruction, He would have given us more fingers and toes.”
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 F3B Team Qualifier # 2 

Charles Flee 

At first the MGA was concerned, as a CD could
not be found to officiate at this contest.
Malcolm Siebert then graciously offered to
perform CD duties for us, as he was keen to
learn the intricacies (substitute “horrors of
handling a group of pre-school kids on a trip to
the zoo”) and details of conducting F3B
competitions.  He felt that as long as the pilots
were prepared to put up with a novice, he’d
give it a go.  All went well and Malcolm had no
major issues to deal with and handled the
competition competently.

Arriving on Saturday, we were greeted by this
large, green, albeit patchy, kikuyu grass field.

As I alighted from my vehicle I breathed in
deeply to savour the fresh morning air —
freshly manured grass is just the best to fly off.
Mind you, the field is going to be a cracker in a
few weeks time, once the grass has sprouted
after the first rains.  

The helpers (all volunteers), recruited from
BERG and Groengoud, must be applauded for
the unenviable task of setting up and the
marshalling they performed at Base B.  A very
big THANK YOU and well done for them —
their efforts are most appreciated.  The Catering 
Crew at Groengoud also deserves a special
mention for the neat lunch boxes they provided
— just what the doctor ordered, and no gas or
fires were required at the field.  

There was a scare on 35,080 the weekend
before the competition and it was decided to

avoid that frequency and monitor it before
taking further action through SAMAA and
ICASA.  Some demo flights were flown to
introduce the novice marshals to the Base B
requirements for the distance and speed tasks,
and by this time a swirling breeze had started to
indicate great things for the day ahead.

Round 1 —
Kurt Stockton, with the impetuousness of
youth, had a few oopsies at first, but I think he
will start showing his potential very soon and
the seasoned competitors had better look back

over their shoulders.  It was great to see
old campaigners like John Monk and
Peter Eagle back in the fray.  There
were many high scores in duration and
distance this round, so the buoyant air
was there.  Speed suffered somewhat
— in general it seemed that the “eyes”
or the ballast were not in yet.

Round 2 —
Started with the speed task but still the
pilots were struggling with the buoyant
air.  Craig pulled the best run with a
19,9 — hopefully things would

improve later on.  Distance also seemed to
suffer as the laps dwindled.  Herman Weber had 
a serious glitch on an outward lap, with two
snap rolls and a brilliant recovery — he
managed to save his glider by planting it on the
course.  Unfortunately this put paid to his
distance task as the contact with mother earth
had neatly removed his V-tail.  Fortunately he
was able to continue — Ja! ’n boer maak `n
plan.  During this round Wolfgang Steffny tried
his hand at commentating and this was much
appreciated by the few onlookers and the F3B
crowd — Do we have a budding broadcaster
here? John Monk’s comeback campaign
startled our more serious competitors as he
posted a duration score of 9 minutes 59 seconds 
and a 2 metre spot.  Awesome John!
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Round 3 —
Peter Eagle had an interesting speed run in
round 3 — pop-offs resulted from two very
bright sun spots during his launch attempts,
forcing him to retire from the round . . .
“blinded by the light”, so to say.  Another good
set of duration results but speed and distance
seemed to fall off again.  

It was interesting to sit and watch the methods
employed by the various helpers to assist the
pilots in their turnarounds.  At times during the
distance tasks base A sounded like a morning
market in Cape Town, with the calls
intermingling and getting louder as the scratch
for laps became more desperate.

Round 4 —
Just as we wanted to begin the round a rogue
flyer appeared on the scene in the cul-de-sac
near the Groengoud Farm entrance.  One of the
Groengoud club helpers paid this guy a visit
and the problem soon went away.

Unfortunately the demo flights earlier in the
day had eaten drastically into our time
available.  Consequently we ended up flying
round 4 as the sun was setting and had to pack
up in the fading light.  Despite this, the F3B
pilots being the tough “guts and glory” types
they are, managed to pull this off with no
damage to the expensive airframes.  There were 
good duration scores during the round and
considering the time of day, distance and speed
were still not quite there. It’s early in the season
I suppose and things can only get better as our
pilots get more F3B practice.

Ultimately a great time was had by all and we
now have another aspirant CD plus some more
helpers who can assist in the running of
MGASA gliding competitions.  

We’re going to have to be careful about the
“Park flyers” in future and all should keep a
keen eye on the goings on in the vicinity of the
club fields.

A great contest in the warm sun — the boomers
are back guys — enjoy them while you can.

 Craig — touchdown 

 Mark launches Estrella for Peter 

 Shongololo and iTsotsi 
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Groengoud team, many, many thanks for a
great day’s soaring.  Me, I’m already looking
forward to the Nationals in September — its
going to be awesome folks . . . be there!

- - - o o O o o - - -

 Heinrich assists and Evan times 
 while Piet concentrates on flying 

 Wolfgang landing 
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 How d’ya do that? —  Plug n Play Wings 

Assembling a model can often be a time-
consuming and irritating process — much
easier to slide the wings onto the joiner, the
aileron and brake connections making contact
at the same time, and off you go!  There is one
problem, however.  You don’t want them
sliding off again too readily!  On the Spectre’s
test flight I landed with only one aileron and
brake operating!

Silvano recently asked me about the wing-
retainer system I used on the Spectre.  He had
left the field by the time I remembered, and it
seemed a good item to use in this “useful ideas”
column.

It was also handy that the Spectre  wing was still 
in a broken state and so the retainer mechanism
was exposed and useful for a photographic
representation rather than trying to sketch it.

The core of the system is a metal spring with a
pair of brass tubes, about 8 mm diameter, at
each end.  Each tube has a steel pin through it as 
close to the outer end as possible and a hole
10-15 mm in, to take the removal / twisting
wire.  The inner ends are flattened and drilled to 
take the final loop of the  ends of the spring.

The normal “workshop” situation is as shown
in the picture 1.

There is a matching hole in the wing root, with
a keyhole slot added, to allow the retaining pin
through — see picture 2.

The wing is slid onto the joiner so that the
retaining pin slips through inside the wing root.  
The “twisting wire” is then moved — from 45°
forward to 45° back on Spectre — so that the
retaining pin is as shown in picture 3.  The
twisting wire is removed and the wings are held 
against the root.

Disassembly consists of pulling each wing off
along the joiner until the twisting pin can be
inserted and moved back to the 45° forward
position and the wing pulled off further, the
retaining pin sliding out through the root —
back to picture 1. 

I use a short piece of tape / string (picture 1) to
keep the twisting pins together and easy to find.

- - - o o O o o - - -

1

 2

3
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 Supra — intro  

Gert Nieuwoudt 

I always wanted to fly a full house glider.  You
see, here in “upcountry” you must keep up with
the neighbors’ flashy “glass slippers”.  The cost
of these “babies” however, made my wife think
twice, taking into account the unknown expiry
date of these models combined with my flying
skills.  I have been following the evolvement of
the Supra design after building my Bubble
Dancer from the same designer, Dr Mark Drela 
of MIT and AG airfoil fame. 

Mark designed the Allegro and Allegro Light
2m gliders, and followed that up with the 3m
Bubble Dancer.  I am not sure what was first
but in the same time the SuperGee DLG glider
was designed by him, and many of the lessons
learned in the DLG were carried over to the
designs that followed and hence the “big”
gliders that look like overgrown chukies. 

Mark designed a 2m full house glider and
called it the Aegea.  He was requested by club
mates to stretch this wing to 3,2m for the
Mantis, which was very successful in USA TD
competitions. The Mantis design ideas
originated in a car travelling back from a
seminar by Dr Selig which Tom Kiesling
attended.  Anyway the 3,2m Aegea  wing,
together with a “Pretty Mantis” fuselage was
used by a few scratch builders.  One of the ideas 
from the Dr Selig talk was to mount the wing on 
a pylon.  It was found during launches with the
3,2m Aegea  wing that due to the spar not being
straight that wing would twist and cause
washout and hence launch was not optimal. 

Mark was approached by Tom Kiesling
(member of USA F3J team) to design a glider
for F3J use, and so followed the 3,4m Supra in
2004.  The Supra wing was basically an Aegea
wing with straightened spar and a redesigned
pod and boom fuselarge.  Tom built two foam
bagged wing models for the F3J WC in 2004
and flew it there.  The pilots attending the
competion all realized that this “scratch built”
glider had a L/D superior to the rest of the field.
Although Tom did not make the fly-offs he did
however win all the USA competions to follow

for the next two years, running up to this years
World Champs.

Comments from Mark Drela on the design — 

Following the SuperGee  philosophy, the
fuselage pod is minimal, and the wing is on a
pylon mount.  I think it works, because the
glider is amazingly quiet in a fast flyby. 

The Supra’s EDA (effective dihedral
angle? JL) of 6 degrees is typical on DLGs,
but is quite large for this type of glider. The
idea was to give it approximately neutral
spiral stability at moderate glide speeds. 
This makes it extremely easy to fly precise
thermal circles with little pilot workload. 
Once a moderate- bank circle was
established, and I fed in the usual
up-elevator trim, I could take my hands off
the Tx for almost a minute with the glider
holding the circle nicely.  Like with a DLG,
using mainly the rudder for thermal circle
adjustments works very well.  It remains to
be seen whether the large dihedral impairs
landing precision in gusts. 

I also tried hard to get the extremities light.  I
tapered the tip spars in width and used 1 oz
Kevlar on the tails and wingtips.  

Not only did Mark design the glider in theory
but he gave thought to the construction and
structural design, with exact details of how to
achieve the desired strength and weight and the
best is, all this information is available for free. 

The plans and information can be found here — 

 The Mark Drela original 
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http://www.charlesriverrc.org/
     articles/supra/supra.htm 

In the mean time a moulded version became
available (See ads from Cape Sailplanes) but as
one of the guys said — “Liewe ouers! Maar it is 
expensive!”

Now why would you want to build anything
else than this glider?  So I built my first Supra
but used the Pretty Mantis  fuz.  I did not keep to 
the original design regarding materials and
weight as I was still learning and wanted to
build a strong glider which I can use for
learning to fly in competitions.  My first
attempt came out at 2,1 kg instead of 1,5 kg.  It

does fly fantastically, and is very easy to launch 
and land.

I have started with my second Supra which I
will document for SE to “let the sun shine on
all”.  Most of the parts I make from simple
forms and moulds and local available materials. 
I have made a new plug for the fuz according to
the Drela F3J plan.  The only item I have
imported is the boom.

When I used to run the Comrades Marathon
there was a saying — “get to the start line” 

To be continued . . .

Cheers
    Gert

 The Supra — part 1 

          The Fuselage Plug
Gert Nieuwoudt

The Supra has a pod and boom design for the
fuselage.  The carbon boom helps to keep the
total weight to a minimum but with sufficient
strength for the application. Booms are
available from Polecatearo.com  for around
R300 landed cost.  The pod design of Mark
Drela is optimised for F3J gliders but can be
used for many other purposes.  You may even
use this for an RES model and by
changing the layup materials you have
a means to control the strength and
weight for your application. 

I am no expert and document as I learn
for my own future use.  There are many 
ways to achieve the same or better
results and I will be glad to hear of the
other ways.

Okay — to do the pod you first find a pensioner
in Potchefstroom with a lathe.  Some Yellatong
wood and instructions to the old toppie who is
complaining heavily — “. . . only used to do
coffee table legs . . .”, and a week later you go
for inspection.  To make things even more
interesting I want the pod to consist of two

pieces split in the middle, length wise.  Any
way it came out close to the original plan.  With
some wood filler you cover most of the grain
and holes in the round plug.  Add the pylon and
file it nice round to blend in with the fuz. Sand
the plug as smooth as you can. Cover with
varnish to seal the wood. 

Spray it with epoxy paint.  By now it should be
fairly smooth if you do some fine sanding (600
grit paper) but there will still be some
imperfections and wood grain showing only
slightly.  

Now for the final step — sand and buff the
thing for a week until it shines like a mirror. 
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Yeah right! That ’s why lazy people become engineers!  The other way
is you pour Pratliglo over the lot and control the temperature to let it
flow over the pod and cover it with a smooth glass like layer. It
removes any of the grain and last of the imperfections. If this is cured
hard you can even sand places which had some imperfections and add
more Pratliglow or sand and polish it with burnishing compound.
Some waxing and there you have it shining like a mirror and smooth!

Split the two halves and you are ready to make a mould with any of the 
many procedures that are available. 

Next time I’ll do the Spar Caps.

Cheers     
       Gert  
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 Volksrust Freeze 

Gert Nieuwoudt 

The long weekend of 16 June provided an
opportunity to visit the slope for Tamatie berg.
A note on MGASA and SARFLY revealed that
many more had the same idea.  The predicted
temperature for the weekend was -6° —
Volksrust can get very cold during winter time,
but usually gives enough wind.

It turned out not to be so cold and we had a
pleasant weekend with lots of sun.  The wind
was not specially strong but produced enough
lift on the Friday for lots of stick time.  The
Saturday we only flew the floaters.  

Twenty or more pilots from BERG, Brits, ETB,
Vaal and Secunda joined the gathering over the
weekend with some only coming one of the
days. Slope soaring has become quite popular
also with power pilots here in the high country.
I believe Jaques van der Linde of Nelspruit has
a slope in the Lowveld area as well.  We were
treated to some large scale airplanes in the air
on Friday.  

As always Norbit was there, this time with a 6m 
span SB-10 , shown below just after launch —

Dion maidened his scratch built 4m ASW-22.
The procedure is — 

1 Get someone to throw the glider off the
mountain.

2 Trim the model to fly straight and climb to
horizon height.

3 Make one pass to test the CG

4 Roll it on the next pass and say, “it looks
pretty okay”

5 Keep on flying for the next 30 minutes and
do a perfect landing in the rotor.

Well if you can fly you can FLY! 

Can’t wait for the next time . . . 

Cheers
   Gert 

 Gert & son 
well, it was the
Father’s Day

 weekend! 
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 L ots of talk . . . not much lift . . . 

 Paul lands Shongololo —

what a landing area . . .
 no rocks . . . no bushes . . .  Dion and ASW-22 

 Trinity at the F3B Trials  Shongololo and Tsotsi at the F3B Trials 
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 Slope Report 

Wessie  

At Last!  After issue upon issue of Sandy and
myself lambasting the lack of winter north-
westerlies, we have really had our share this
month!  It would, however, be very much
unlike a true slope addict if I did not point out
that most of these had fallen on weekdays,
sending everyone down to Red Hill for their fix
on the weekends.

General chatter on the slope seems to go along
the lines of, “Wow, we really had a short winter
flying season” and “Is it spring already??”

A quick long-range scan of the weather forecast 
however, seems to indicate that winter is still
going to be around for a while.

*  *  *
Seen on the Slopes
It certainly seems that the Aeromod Aldij is still 
the flavour of the month, even though
unconfirmed reports indicate that two of them
got badly dinged this month.  André de Beer
has finally put his bruised and battered Opus to
rest after one final DS spell.

I even tried Dynamic Soaring for the first time
with my JW, and I can see why THAT bug also
bites real hard.  
I saw what has to be the only other genuine JW
in the Cape doing some impressive runs as
well.  I will be practising my DS technique, and
will let you know how that comes along.  

Mid month, while driving up to the hill, I saw
what looked like André’s Opus doing DS
loops.  When I got to the top I saw that Grant
had cunningly decorated his RedBack to look
exactly like an Opus.

Not sure what he’s calling it —
        perhaps an O-back??

Another amusing sight was an “intrepid”
pilot who glued a pebble onto the nose of a
beautifully covered Bee  to correct the CG.

An AB Models Hawk  also made its maiden
appearance late one day, but unfortunately
the pilot soon had to make the long walk to
the treeline to fetch his model after he lost
control. We had to leave before the “climber” 
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returned, so the condition of the Hawk is
unknown.  Hope to see it back in action soon.

Late one Sunday afternoon it seemed to turn
into a bit of a scale
event, as at one
point, a Zero, a
Harvard and a
Spitfire were in the 
air at the same
time. 

Arrie Swanepoel,
usually a large scale
power pilot, amused
casual visitors to the
slope by performing lazy rudder
stalls with his 2,6m Scorpio. 

This was just one of those flying
days that leave you with a sigh
and a very contented smile.

*  *  *

CLUB NEWS

Atlantic Flying Club
The AFC had their regular meeting on the
second of the month, and It was established that 
not much flying had happened in July, except
for the hardened addicts like Sandy, who
travelled around the peninsula looking for lift.
Most are in agreement that we need to find a
summer site in the north for SE conditions.

Sandy has been tasked with assisting with the
creation of a SA Slope Proficiency Grading,
much like the SOLO rating of powered model
pilots.  This has proved quite a challenge as
slope sites are generally more difficult to

control, and are normally sites that are
shared with the public.  

YOUR input is needed to help sort out
the what’s and the whatnots, so please
visit the AFC site —

 www.atlanticfc.org.za
 study the draft document, and suggest
improvements or changes.

*  *  * 
Planning and preparation for Hermanus AFC
Fly-in 2006 have started in all earnest, and

various members have been tasked
with arranging the different aspects of
this fantastic event.  If you are able to
assist in any way, contact the secretary
via the web site, and he will put you in
touch with the relevant person.
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Two Oceans Slope Soarers
Apparently negotiations with TMPB regarding
flying at St James are still underway, and an
official delegation was invited to Red Hill to
see how well the Club looks after the site.

Unfortunately I was unable to make contact
with the club before this publication, so look
out for a report back next time.

*  *  *
KIT REVIEW

SOLO – Cape Sailplanes

When I first saw this glider, I must admit that
my thoughts went something along the lines of
“humpf, can’t be all that good, with all that
dihedral . . .”.  However, this glider ended up
with quite a few surprises.

The kit was supplied as a few loose pieces
wrapped in foam.  Definitely intended for more
experienced kit builders, as there was no
instruction manual included.  I have to say that
the kit looks quite straight forward to assemble.

The all white fuselage is of moulded fibreglass
construction, and unlike your typical mouldie,
it has generous amounts of space for your radio
gear.  The nose cone slips off to reveal a large
servo bay.  The working model I saw had a
15mm balsa plank shaped and mounted
vertically, with cut-outs for the battery and
receiver.  The hardware kit consists of some
metal clevises, short pushrods for the ailerons,
fibreglass control horns, servo covers, wing
mounting bolts, and an adjustable winch hook.
This model is controlled by 3 channels, as it has 
no rudder.  

Strictly bank and yank on this one.

The two piece wing had a slippery looking
profile, and the wingtips have been sprayed (on
the newer models) for a striking effect.  The
wings are hollow moulded composite types, but 
somehow feel a bit stronger than I’m used to.
This is probably due to the fact that the entire
wing skin is carbon fibre weave.

The wing-halves are joined by a 12mm carbon
rod, apparently making the wing capable of
withstanding 50 G’s!!!

As said before, assembly looks pretty straight-
forward.  The building process roughly consists 
of —

• Make the balsa nose piece and fit the
battery, switch and receiver

• Epoxy the control horns in the ailerons and
elevator

• Mount the wing servos with epoxy or servo
wing trays.  HS-125MG’s will do nicely
here. 

• Mount the elevator servo.  This servo gets
epoxied in place in the tail section, right
below the elevator.  This is probably the
trickiest part of the assembly, as access to
this area is via a small slit on the extreme
trailing edge of the vertical fin

• Connect the aileron and elevator pushrods.

That is about it, roughly speaking of course.

Over the last month I have witnessed the Solo
being flown by Neil de Beer, and I have to say
that this model certainly has a huge flight
envelope.  In very, very light conditions where
even our Bees were struggling to maintain
altitude, the Solo was doing half-pipes and rolls 
with the very effective wing-section.  On other
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days when the wind was strong, the sight of the
Solo whistling past at amazing speeds was
something to behold.

My overall impression is that this is a perfect
model for someone who wants to start with
mouldie slope soarers.  The performance on the 
slope also indicated that this model probably
would not do badly at flat-field multi-task
events. 

*  *  *
To leave you with, a little off the slope point but
since it has to do with gliding, I thought I would 
share this one with you . . .

I was in my front garden the other day, one of
those windless (Grrrr!) Sunday afternoons,
when I noticed a large group of birds (pelicans,
I think) doing lazy circles in the sky. 

It was a mesmerising sight to watch those
master- gliders use every bit of thermal to circle 
higher and higher.  In a space of about 5
minutes they had travelled from, I would guess, 
the Epping area (roof height), to the Panorama
Hospital (speck height), all without a single
wing-flap from any of them.  What struck me
was the speed the thermal column must have
been moving to cover such a distance in a short
time.

Until next time
    Wessie
Slope Addict

- - - o o O o o - - -

 Another Master of the Skies 
  shows how it is done  

A little Red Indian boy goes to his mother one day with a puzzled look on
his face . . . 

“Say Mom, why is my bigger brother named Mighty Storm?” 
“Because he was conceived during a mighty storm.” 

“Then why is my sister named Cornflower?” 

“Well, your father and I were in a cornfield when she was conceived.” 

“And why is my sister called Moonchild?” 
“We were watching the moon-landing when she was made.” 

“But tell me, Torn Rubber, why are you so curious?”
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Postal Scores — August 2006

1 Midrand Model Soarers 13440 6330

2 Durban Model Aircraft Club 13231 5821

3 Southern Soaring Club 12207 5517

4 Black Eagle Radio Gliders 11883 5873

5 Eastern Thermal Busters 11636 0

6 Silverton Gliding Club 8931 0

7 Groengoud S&EFC 5236 0

8 EL Model Aircraft Club 4933 0

9 Vaal Model Gliders 4560 1505

10 White Hills Radio Flyers 4326 0

11 TRMC 2699 0

name club  best 2 disc class aircraft section span

1 C. Goodrum MMS 4561 1951 Trinity HD-50? 3.2
2 A. Sneedon DMAC 4549 0 Graphite MH-32 3.2
3 M. Stockton MMS 4520 2097 Escape MH-32 3.2
4 C. Klintworth  (jun) SGC 4458 0 Shongololo 3.0
5 T. Potter DMAC 4442 1638 Esprit SA-7037 3.2
6 M. Goodrum MMS 4404 0 Estrella 3.2
7 P. Rheeders BERG 4285 0 R i’Tsotsi-100 SD-7032 2.5
8 J. Coulson DMAC 4279 0 Ellipse RG-15 2.9
9 K. Stockton MMS 4274 1933 Eish! MH-32 3.4

10 V. Klintworth SGC 4255 0 Shongololo 3.0
11 B. Mulder SSC 4231 1960 Phlodur E-205 2.8
12 P. Carnall ETB 4221 0 Eish! MH-32 3.4
13 E. Shaw BERG 4177 1773 Shongo / Tsotsi 3.0
14 E. Valperga SSC 4165 1780 Ava 3.2
15 M. May BERG 4154 1669 Elipse RG-15 2.9
16 I. Theron ETB 4095 0 Eish! MH-32 3.4
17 B. Fanning DMAC 4084 0 Illusion 3.2
18 B. Conlon DMAC 4027 0 Ellipse RG-15 2.9
19 F. Wittstock DMAC 3977 0 R od 2.5
20 M. Siebert WHRF 3915 1538 R Super Monterey 10% fb 2.5
21 W. Steffny BERG 3912 0 Eish! MH-32 3.4
22 J. Lightfoot SSC 3858 1716 Sagitta-900 E-205 2.5
23 P. Eagle BERG 3856 0 Estrilla
24 P. Rheeders BERG 3832 0 2m Tsotsi SD-7032 2.0
25 D. Slatter DMAC 3690 0 Sangoma RG-15 3.2
26 P. Joffe BERG 3566 0 2m Tsotsi SD-7032 2.0
27 G. Nieuwoudt VMG 3328 1505 Supra AG-40-43 3.4
28 H. Weber ETB 3318 0 Eish! MH-32 3.4
29 R. Conradt DMAC 3114 0 Shongololo 3.0
30 S. Macglone DMAC 3004 0 2m Spirit Elite SA-7035 2.0
31 S. Tladi MMS 2508 0 R AVA
32 D. Denly DMAC 2463 627 2m Gentle Lady S-3010 2.0
33 S. Valperga SSC 2284 0 Bird of Time 10% fb 2.5
34 C. Adrian SGC 2245 0 Inkwazi MH-32 3.5
35 A. Venter GSEF 2154 0 Bird of Time 10% fb 2.5
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36 N. Smith DMAC 2114 0 Eish! MH-32 3.2
37 D. Greer DMAC 2034 0 Esprit SD-7037 3.2
38 T. Roberts BERG 2033 0 2m Tsotsi SD-7032 2.0
39 D. Bird DMAC 2026 0 Esprit SA-7037 3.2
40 G. Roberts ELMAC 1992 0 Jouster SA-7036 3.0
41 A. Lightfoot SSC 1974 0 Sagitta-900 E-205 2.5
42 E. Shaw BERG 1773 0 2m Tsotsi SD-7032 2.0
43 P. Boswarva DMAC 1694 0 Supra AG-40-43 3.4
44 P. Hakkesteeg ELMAC 1509 0 Jouster SA-7036 3.0
45 J. Roberts ELMAC 1432 0 R 2m am Glory 10% fb 2.0
46 K. Mathews ELMAC 1389 0 Quasoar S-4061 3.1
47 B. Roberts ELMAC 1357 0 R 2m Prophet 10% fb 2.0
48 C. Viviers BERG 1274 0 2m Tsotsi SD-7032 2.0
49 G. Prahm BERG 1270 108 2m Spirit S-3021 2.0
50 W. Tavill SSC 1251 0 Big Bird 2.5
51 F. King VMG 1232 0 R 2m Spirit 2.0
52 L. Thomas BERG 1109 0 Bird of Time 10% fb 3.0
53 C. McNiel BERG 1022 0 2m Windfree Clark-Y 2.5
54 P. Herbst WHRF 985 0 2m Gentle Lady 10% fb 2.0
55 C. Marais TRMC 975 0 Spirit 2.0
56 F. Girdlestone GSEF 970 0 R Super Monterey 10% fb 2.5
57 J. Wright DMAC 907 0 R Sagitta E-205 2.5
58 J. Botha TRMC 876 0 Spirit 2.0
59 D. Fourie TRMC 848 0 Gentle Lady 10% fb 2.0
60 C. Roberts ELMAC 742 0 Jouster SA-7036 3.0
61 H. Notnagel BERG 706 0 2m Tsotsi SD-7032 2.0
62 J. Snyman TRMC 633 0 Spirit 2.0

name club  best 2 disc class aircraft section span

 Postal Comments 
— from Club Correspondents around the country —

SSC (5 pilots)  John Lightfoot

Cool, clear weather both Sundays failed to produce
much lift (that we could find!) but there were still
“holes” all over.  Thin attendance didn’t offer us
much leeway in terms of pilots.  Electrics have made
large gaps in our glider reps.

DMAC (8 pilots) Don Slatter

Both Sundays proved difficult in terms of weather
and lift conditions. 

On 6 August, 9 pilots turned up to fly but conditions
were difficult at first, with a cold NW wind blowing
down slope. (Slope??? JL)  Early flights were,
therefore, lucky to achieve times of more than 4
minutes.  Good thermal lift only developed after
about 1130h, by which time 3 of the pilots decided
that they no longer had time to fly their postals
because of other pending commitments and opted out 
so only 6 pilots flew that day. 

On 13 August, conditions were, if anything, even
more difficult.  Wind this time was from the NE to E,
moderate to strong, gusty with a great deal of
turbulence.  Lift again was very difficult to find and
several of the pilots from the previous Sunday who
had hoped to improve their scores opted out after one
or two tricky flights.  Out of the 8 pilots who turned
up, only 3 logged Postals scores.

MMS (4 pilots) Mark Stockton

It would seem that no one attempted postals in our
absence.  The weather today was far from ideal with
the wind really howling.  An F3K competition
organised for earlier in the day was called off when
ony 4 competitors pitched, and 2 refused to remove
their models from the cars.  The wind was coming
from the southeast (through the line of trees) which
caused a huge amount of low level turbulance in the
landing area.  However all told our landings were
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terrible with only four 100-point landings in the
group.

Kurt flew really well, and only a touch while landing
(and losing the 100 landing points) kept him from
being the third memeber of the team score.  It is
amazing how he has improved since going over to
Slovakia. 

On what was to be the last launch of the day, I over-
stressed the joiners on my foam Supra, and blew both
tip panels off.  Luckily the very partially controlled
crash resulted in very little damage and most (if not
all) of the model will fly again.  I finished off by
flying my old heavy “Mad Cow” Eish!, which Kurt
had also had to switch to after damaging a flap on his
light model.
 

BERG (6 pilots) Piet Rheeders

A massive cold front set in the week before Sunday
the 6 Aug, with the coldest day of the year recorded in 
Gauteng, but on the first Sunday we were greeted
with near perfect thermal conditions. I broke my
i’Tsotsi 2,5m on landing, ripping off the rudder and
had to fall back on my old faithfull 2m Tsotsi.  From
10h00 to 11h30 we had some good, gentle morning
lift and most of us recorded at least 3 good flights.
Evan got it all right and managed to avoid the sink
conditions that came along after 11h30, when the
wind picked up and swung 90° from north to settle
from the west for the rest of the day.

The second Sunday started off as another cloudless
day with higher temperatures than the previous
Sunday.  Although windy, the thermal condition were 
more consistent. Evan flew his Songololo and
somehow only got into the bottom of the thermals
(twice treetop height) with some excellent “Scratch
to stay in there flying” and on one the flights got
tangled with a tree on landing approach and lost all
his spot points.  On the other hand I ran into some
huge lift and even had a hard time to get down in time. 
In the end Evan won the battle by an 18 point margin.
Heinrich joined us from MMS as their field is burned, 
but unfortunately broke his Tsotsi after two flights
when he had “brain fade” on approach and pushed
full down instead of closing the spoilers.  Gordon was 
also experiencing problems with his Spirit and
decided not to risk damaging it after the first hairy
flight.

TRMC (5 pilots) Gert Nieuwoudt

The first weekend I visited Secunda and helped 4
pilots from TRMC to do their first Postals. The wind
was blowing fresh and cold air and the field is burned

down which did not help with the bungees.  The pilots 
nevertheless pushed through and promised to be back 
next time.  I did not have time to do my own flights at
that time.  By next year I will join them and we will
have a full team!

Today I did my flights with wife on the stop watch.
Tony had an accident with NiMh batteries which
exploded in his face and could not do his flights.
Halfway through the cold front caught up with me
and wind direction swing 180°.  

I had a scare when I caught a snake with my line
while laying out.  After that I was on the lookout
when fetching the parachute!

ETB (0 pilots) Izak Theron

No scores submitted.

WHRF (0 pilots) Malcolm Siebert

No scores submitted — move to Groengoud?

SGC (2 pilots) Volney Klintworth

Fantastic flying weather, no wind, fine to partly
cloudy.

GSEF (3 pilots) Malcolm Siebert

Mother Nature was spot on time here in Gauteng, as
the 1st August was heralded in with high winds, rain,
freezing temperatures and even some sleet.  This
continued right through to Saturday but the Sunday
turned out to be a perfect day.  Sunny and warm with a 
light breeze, lots of bubbles and a couple of boomers
sometimes made it easier to get up than to get down. 
A great day was had by all and hopefully our numbers 
will swell by the next round.

*  *  *
An anomaly in the wording of Rule 2a (“. . . on
either of the official days . . .”) has lead to some
confusion.  

Please amend all copies you may have of the
Postal Rules to read “. . . on both of the official
days . . .”.

The intention of this rule was simply to allow a
Club to submit a score, rather than a zero, in the
event of lousy weather — it was not intended to
allow for an attempt at improvement on an
earlier score.

- - - o o O o o - - -


